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SUMMARY

Effects of blown jets on the lift and drag of cambered elliptical air-

foils are described. Performance changes due to a splitter plate attached

to the lower surface of an elliptical airfoil near the trailing edge with

and without blowing are indicated. Lift and drag characteristics of air-

foils with two blown jets are compared with airfoils with single blowing

jets. Airfoil designs that vary the location of a second jet relative to
a fixed jet are described.

INTRODUCTION

Numerous studies have demonstrated the basic concepts of circulation

control airfoils (refs. 1 to 13). These studies have been supplemented by
flight tests which have demonstrated further the application of circulation

control lifting surfaces (refs. 14 to 16). A review paper has summarized
circulation control technology (ref. 17).

Several areas that have not been studied extensively include the use

of splitter plates and multiple-jet blowing in the airfoil trailing-edge

region. The objective of this paper is to describe experimental studies

that have been conducted to determine the low-speed lift and drag charac-

teristics of circulation control elliptical airfoils using splitter plates

and multiple jet blowing in the trailing-edge region. The paper will
describe the effects of a number of parameters on the lift coefficient and

the drag coefficient. These parameters include number of blown jets, loca-

tions of the blowing slots, splitter plate, splitter plate configuration,
trailing-edge contour, airfoil angle of attack, and combinations of the
above.

SYMBOLS

b

C

Cd

Cde

splitter plate chord

airfoil chord

section drag coefficient

equivalent drag coefficient
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equivalent force drag coefficient

corrected profile drag coefficient

profile (rake) drag coefficient

section lift coefficient

section momentum coefficient, mVj/q=c

cylindrical plenum momentum coefficient

main plenum momentum coefficient

second plenum momentum coefficient; also C
Pc

total momentum coefficient, C + C or C + C
_m _s _m _c

slot height

jet mass flow rate per unit span

dynamic pressure, pV_/2

Reynolds number, pVc/p

velocity

coordinate along chord

geometric angle of attack

splitter plate deflection angle from airfoil chord

slot 2 deflection angle from airfoil chord

slot jet angle relative to chord

viscosity

density

cylinder slot 2 rotation angle

Subscripts

cylindrical plenum

jet

main plenum
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s second plenum

® freestream

AIRFOIL DESCRIPTIONS

Several different airfoil configurations were tested in this study.
Schematics of the airfoil models are shown in figures 1 to 4. The experi-

mental models were 20-percent-thick elliptical airfoils with cambers

ranging from 5 to 8 1/2 per cent. The models had a span of 0.66 m, a chord

of 0.51 m, and blowing slot heights of 0.5 mm.

The airfoil model shown in figure 1 contained a single plenum.

Blowing air entered the plenum through a 3.8-cm-diam pipe and discharged

through the blowing slot located at x/c = 0.96. An enlarged view of the

trailing-edge region is shown in figure 2. The jet at the blowing slot was

directed approximately parallel to the chord as shown in figure 2. Forty-

eight pressure taps were used to measure the static pressure along the

upper and lower surfaces of the airfoil. Forty-four of these taps were
located at centerspan and four taps were located off centerspan to check

the uniformity of the flow.

The model shown in figure 3 contained two separate plena and two

blowing slots. Otherwise, the model was similar to that shown in figure 1.

Two different trailing edge inserts were used to provide different jet exit

directions (6 = 45 deg or 6 = 58 deg) for the second slot. The third model

(fig. 4) also contained two separate plena. The circular trailing-edge

surface of the airfoil was formed by the surface of the circular cylinder.

The cylinder was also used as the plenum for the second blowing jet. The

second slot was formed in the cylinder as shown in the enlarged view in

figure 4. The second slot location was varied by rotating the cylinder,
The main plenum contained two screens and a foam block placed along the

span that helped to provide a more uniform spanwise pressure distribution

and, consequently, a more uniform jet velocity along the span. Three dead
stop and three tensioning screws, spaced evenly along the span, were used

to fix the slot height h at 0.5 mm. The location of the main plenum

blowing slot was fixed at 94.5_ chord. The second slot height was set and

maintained at 0.5 mm by caps at the ends of the cylinder and by cross mem-

bers held in place with screws. No screens or foam were used in the

cylindrical plenum.

Sixty-seven static pressure taps were distributed along the centerspan

of the model; 27 on the suction surface, 23 on the pressure surface, and 17

on the circular trailing edge. Three static pressure taps were located
0.15 m on each side of centerspan to monitor the two-dimensionality of the
flow. Further details of the models are available (refs. 18 to 21).
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TESTAPPARATUS

Tests were conducted in the Air Force Institute of Technology 1.5-m-diam
wind tunnel, which is an open-circuit tunnel with a maximumtest speed of
approximately 134 m/s. The tests were run at speeds ranging from approxi-
mately 25 to 30 m/s which is equivalent to a tunnel dynamic pressure of
approximately 0.05 m of water. Four pitot-static tubes were used to
measure the dynamic pressure. The Reynolds number varied between 7.3 x 105
and 106. The turbulence factor of the tunnel is 1.5, which accounts for
the effect of the propeller, guide vanes, and tunnel wall vibrations.

Each model was installed in the wind tunnel with its span vertical

and was supported at each end of the span. Two large wooden side panels

were installed in the 1.5-m-diam circular test section to provide a more

two- dimensional section that was 0.8 x 1.5 m. Adjustments to the side

walls were made to provide uniform flow in the section. The two-

dlmensionality was further increased by using endplates -- 1.2-m-diam, 5-mm

thick and beveled at the edges -- on both ends of the airfoil to reduce

boundary layer and finite span effects. The combination of the plates and
the wind tunnel walls formed the 0.66 x 1.5 m test section.

The air supplied to both plena was routed through the supports. A

12.7-mm-throat-diameter venturi meter, located in each air supply line, was
used to measure the mass flow rate to each plenum. Static pressure

readings were obtained at taps located at and immediately upstream of each

venturi throat. The temperature was measured with a copper-constantan
thermocouple located upstream of each venturi meter.

A wake survey rake placed horizontally across the tunnel and 1.5c to
1.gc behind the airfoil was used to measure the momentum deficit in the

wake. Ninety-four total head tubes and six static tubes, distributed along
the span of the rake, were used to measure the pressure in the airfoil
wake.

Alcohol manometers were used to measure the static pressure on the

airfoil suface. Mercury manometers were used to measure the pressure at

the venturi meters, and water manometers were used to measure the total

pressure in the main and cylindrical plena.

DATA REDUCTION AND PROCEDURE

The manometer data were recorded on film, digitized, and then used to

calculate the section coefficients. The standard wind tunnel corrections

suggested by Pope (ref. 22) for solid blockage, wake blockage, and

streamline curvature were applied to C_. Solid and wake blockage correc-
tions were used also to adjust drag, freestream velocity, dynamic pressure,

and Reynolds number.

The blowing jet momentum coefficient was defined in the usual manner

as indicated in the list of symbols. When two blowing slots were used, a
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total momentumcoefficient was defined as the sumof the main plenum and
second plenum momentumcoefficients:

c = c + c (z)
PT _m Ps

where C_s = C_c for the cylindrical plenum.

The section lift coefficient C9 was calculated from the pressure
distribution on the airfoil surface; The section corrected profile drag

coefficient was obtained from the profile Crake) coefficient based on the

momentum deficit methods of Betz and Jones (ref. 23) and then corrected for

the blowing slot jet flow that did not originate upstream of the airfoil,

i.e.,

= - C VlCdo Cd r

where Vj was the calculated jet velocity in the jet exit plane based on

isentro_ic expansion from plenum total pressure to freestream static

pressure. The jet exit velocity actually depends, however, on the local

static pressure at the slot exit. For two blowing slots

(2)

V V
@@ @@

m u C m

Cdo = Cdr - C_m Vjm _s Vjs

(3)

where Vjs = Vjc for the cylindrical plenum. To facilitate comparison of
circulation cSntrol airfoil performance with that of conventional airfoils,

Cd^ was modified following EngIar et al. (refs. 3 to 6) by the addition of
dimensionless terms to account for energy expenditure to produce the

blowing air flow and a ram drag effect. This results in an equivalent drag

coefficient, which was defined in this study for two blowing slots as

vj v vj v )+C m+_)+C s+

Cde = Cdo "m (2T_ Vjm "s (2T_ Vjs
(4)

Englar et al. (ref. I0) also defined an equivalent force drag coefficient.

For this study the equivalent force drag coefficient was defined as

Cdf = Cd + C + C (5)o _m _s
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It is important to note before proceeding that sometimescorrections
to Cdr can be an order of magnitude larger than the actual measureddrag.
Thus, the effect of calculating Cu based on expansion to freestream or to
local static pressure can introduce variations in Cd_ or Cdf of 25%or
more. To be consistent with the lift results of others, C_was based on
expansion to freestream pressure.

A second problem is that pointed out by Pope (ref. 22) that the wake
rake, when used with the momentumdeficit method, is only accurate when
measuring drag on an airfoil that is not stalled. There are other con-
siderations as well. Oneis that a wake rake, used in conjunction with a
manometerbank, is a time-averaging device and readings of a cyclic beha-
vior maybe affected by the response time of the system. Another is that
drag results have been reported in numerousways in the literature and care
must be taken whencomparing results from different sources. Also, the
penalties applied to the profile drag for energy expenditure and ram drag
may not be approproate in all cases.

RESULTSANDDISCUSSION

Typical results showing the effects of a splitter plate, blowing
slots, training-edge contour, angle of attack and various combinations are
shown in figures 5 to 16. The effect of splitter plate chord for the x/c =

0.99 and 8 = 45 deg splitter plate configuration is shown in figure 5. The

results indicate that the lift coefficient increased as the splitter plate

chord was increased. The effect of angle of attack was as expected. Some

separation occurred at positive angles of attack.

The effects of blowing (in terms of C_), splitter plate angle, and

splitter plate location on C_ and Cd¢ are shown in figures 6 and 7,
respectively. The lift coefficient g_nerally increased with increases in

C_ for the range of C_ considered and was higher for splitter plate angles
of 45 and 60 deg then for a 50 deg angle. Compared with a clean airfoil,

the splitter plate caused an increase in Cd¢ of the airfoil at the lower

values of Cp considered. At the higher valOes of Cu, Cd¢ either increased
or decreased relative to that of a clean airfoil dependihg on the splitter

plate location and angle. Further results and details on the effects of a

splitter plate on airfoil lift and drag are given by Stevenson et al. (ref.

18).

The results in figure 8, obtained by Oxford (ref. 19), show the effect

of trailing-edge contour, slot position x/c, and slot angle e on C_ of an
airfoil with a splitter plate. The variations were found to have little

effect on C_ over the range of C_ shown in figure 8. The slot angle e was
the angle between the jet exit dlrection and the airfoil chord.

The use of two blowing jets was studied by Pajayakrit (ref. 20) using

the airfoil model shown in figure 3. The lift coefficient and drag coef-

ficient of the model (fig. 3) as a function of Cu are shown in figures 9
and lO for two different trailing-edge inserts. -The results are for main

plenum blowing only and are compared with the lift coefficient and drag
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coefficient of airfoil (fig. I) without a splitter plate. As shown in

figures 9 and lO, the curves for the two models differ somewhat but have
the same general trends. The curves for the same model (fig. 3) with the

different inserts indicate that slight differences in the installation in

the tunnel or in trailing-edge contour can cause differences in the
measurements. It was also found that nonuniformity in slot height led to a

nonuniform jet and reduced performance.

The effects of two-slot blowing on C_ are shown in figure II for the

airfoil (fig. 3) with the 58-deg-jet-blowing insert. Main plenum

blowing alone was shown to be as effective as two-slot blowing over the

range and combinations of CUT studied. Results (not shown) with the 45-

deg-jet-blowing insert showed that this configuration was less effective in

increasing C£ than with 6 = 58 deg. Plots of C£ vs Cdf are shown in

figures 12 and 13 for second-slot blowing angles 6 of 58 deg and 45 deg,

respectively. The results with 6 = 58 deg, figure 12, indicate that Cdf

was somewhat less with two-slot blowing compared with Cdf for main plenum

blowing alone at a given C_. For _ = 45 deg, Cdf was higher at a given C_

for two-slot blowing compared with that for main plenum blowing alone,
figure 13.

The model shown in figure 4 was designed so that the location of a

second slot could be varied relative to a fixed, main-blowing slot. Tests

showed that the spanwise pressure and velocity distributions were uniform

within a few precent and that there was good flow attachment around the

trailing edge. Separation normally occurred at angles ranging from @ = 70

to 90 deg with blowing only from the main slot. Tests were run with the

second slot located at @ = 73 and 83 deg.

The lift coefficient as a function of total momentum coefficient CUT
is shown in figure 14 for @ = 73 deg. The baseline curve with blowing

only from the main plenum (CUc = O) is also shown as a reference. In the

tests with two-slot blowing, CUm was held constant (within _ 0.002), while

the blowing rate from the cylindrical plenum was varied. The value of Cum
for each curve is identified in figure 14. The curves illustrate the

advantage of two-slot blowing over single-slot blowing. For example, at CuT

= 0.05 there was up to a 50% increase in C_ for two-slot blowing depending-"

on the value of CUm. The results indicate~that once the main plenum

blowing was sufficient to keep the boundary layer attached up to the second

blowing slot, any additional main plenum blowing in terms of Cu did not
increase lift as much as that for an equivalent incremental amount of

blowing (in terms of Cu) from the second slot. When the value of Cum was

below that required for boundary-layer attachment up to the second slot,
blowing from the second slot was slightly less effective than an equivalent

amount of Cu based on single-slot main plenum blowing. This is illustrated

in figure l& by comparing the Cum = 0 and 0.007 curves with the baseline Cuc

= 0 curve. The tests with Cum = 0 and 0.007 were terminated at CUT = 0.015

and 0.05, respectively, due to an unexplained audible resonance experienced

at the next test condition for each case. The results for @ = 83 deg

(ref. 21) were similar to those for @ = 73 deg, except that the minimum

value of CUm had to be increased to keep the flow attached up to the second
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blowing slot.

The blown jet velocities at the slot exits were always less than

sonic. Typical jet exit velocities for single-slot blowing alone at C_m =

0.9 were Vjm _ 190 m/s, whereas for two-slot blowing at C_T _ 0.9, Vjm and

Vjc were on the order of 140 m/s. Loth and Boasson (ref. 24) replotted
data from Englar (ref. 25) and showed that, at constant slot height, AC_

increases rather linearly with Vi/V _. The results with single-slot (main

plenum) blowing in this study sh_we_ a somewhat similar relationship. Loth
and Boasson (ref. 24) also determined that for single-slot blowing at

constant C,., the maximum value of AC_ will be obtained at a V_/V value of

approximately 4.6. However, at a given Cu, there is only abo_t _ 10%

variation in AC_ over a range of Vi/V_ values between 2.5 and 12. Herein,

Vj/V was varied over a range of a_proximately 2 to 7, and, consequently,
for single-slot blowing at constant Cu, less than a 10% variation in AC_

would be expected. With two-slot blowing, however, larger increases in-AC_

at constant CpT are shown in figure 14. Apparently, by reducing jet velo-
city and introducing a second blown jet, the momentum and energy of the two

jets are used more effectively in increasing C_.

Typical equivalent drag results are shown in figure 15. With single-

slot blowing, Cde was found to be slightly greater than that of the two-

slot configurations at equivalent CpT. Since lift as a function of C_T was

significantly enhanced with two-slot blowing, lift-to-drag ratios C_/Cde

shown in figure 16 were higher for two-slot blowing than for single-slot

blowing.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

A single blown jet was effective in increasing the lift coefficient of

an elliptical airfoil as the momentum coefficient was increased. At the

same total momentum coefficient C_T, two blown jets were more effective

than a single jet in some cases. The relative location of the two jets

was found to be important. When using two slots, maximum C_/Cde was

obtained by limiting the blowing from the primary slot to just the amount

needed to ensure good flow attachment up to the secondary slot. However,

too little blowing from the primary slot reduced the effectiveness of

blowing from the second slot to being equivalent to or less than that for a

single slot. A fixed splitter plate improved performance under most con-
ditions. Splitter plate effectiveness depended on splitter plate chord,

angle, and location. Trailing-edge contour did not influence lift as much
in combination with a splitter plate as otherwise might be expected.

Better performance was obtained with uniform slot height.
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BLOWING AIR INLET TO

PLENUM ( 3.8 cm DIA PIPE)

_- /_/ / .- _ \_/PLENUM BLOWING SLOT

h = 0.5ram

- _AFT SPANWISE NOTCH

FWD SPANWISE NOT .3H_

0.51m _ \

NOTCHES FO R
SPLITTER PLATE

Figure i. - Schematic of airfoil with single plenum.

BLOWING SLOT (x/c = 0.96)

_ (_0 SLOT ANGLE RELATIVE

5= mm)
@

TO CHORD, E)

SPLITTER PLATE POSITIO_S--_ AFT NOTCH _--X

""'-.-_._'_ (X/c = 0.99) /

_t _ ,B (VARIABLE
/ i.\\ 30, 45, or 60 deg)

FILLED WITH CLAY WHEN I
SPLITTER PLATE AT X/c = 0.99 I "

SPLITTER PLATE CHORD b

(VARIABLE 1.3, 2.5, or 3.8 cm)

Figure 2. - SkeLch of Lrailing edge wiLh aLLached spliLLer plaLe.
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BLOWING AIR INLETS

3.8 cm DIA PIPE MAIN PLENUM

_-//_' -t//_ _,o,,
///_._'__L../ __._mo

,/ ,/ / ,/ [ / f / / / / _ i\SLOT 2

O_lm S_O,',O,',__NOM(NO._,"_ .!2:.%o,'-
• REPLACEABLE

TRAILING EDGE
INSERT

ENLARGED VIEW

TRAILING EDGE INSERT

_ hC:0.5mm

Figure 3. - Schematic of airfoil with two plena.

TENSION SCREWS

SCREEN "-'_ SUCTION SURFACEj

Figure 4. - Schematic of airfoil with two plena and rotatable circular

trailing edge.
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/ MODEL : FIGS 1 AND 2
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1.0 / x/c _,deg b, m C_ Re

0 i

-6 S

0.6 "

0.09 45 3.8 0.052 7.6x10 s

0.99 45 3.8 0.038 7.6x10 s
--0--- 0.99 47 3.8 0.046 7.9x10 s
--_r- 0.99 46.5 2.5 0.043 7.8x10 s

0.99 47 1.3 0.041 7.6x10 s

"'0"- clean -- - 0.050 7.6x10 e
clean -- - 0.042 7.7x10 s

clean - - 0.038 7.6x10 s

I I IJ o 2 4
AIRFOIL ANGLE OF ATTACK,gO, (leg

Figure 5. - Effect of blowing and splitter plate chord on lift coefficient.

3.5 _.,_...._

MODEL : FIGS 1 AND 2 0,' ------

2.5 ,._ _.......O..... O

• . -

o

° / Re" 7"7 x 10s

¢ -'0-- 0.99 30

"'_'- 0.99 45

0.5. --_'- 0.99 60
0.95 45

--O-" 0.95 S0

"-0--" dwn

0
o 0'02 o._ o.'o6 0'08 o:'m

MOMENTUM COEFFICIENT, Cp

Figure 6. - Effect of blowing and splitter plate configuration on llft
coefficient.
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0"081

MODEL : FIGS 1 AND 2

Figure e

,;op
/ /

/

/,of /
I /

f

or..= 0 deg
Q Re = 7.7x 10s

0.0_

0.01

SPLITTER PLATE (b = 3.8cm )
x/c ,,_,deg

- _ - 0.99 30

- .-O- - 0.99 45

- .-.<>-- 0.99 60
0.95 45
0.95 60

- "-0- - clean

] i

0 0.'02 0.'04 0_06 o.b8 0'.10

MOMENTUM COEFFICIENT, Cp

- EffecL of blowing and spliLLer plaLe configuraLion
coefficienL.

on drag
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2.5

2.0

1.5

G
Z
gJ

u.

10
o
(..)
I-
u.

.J

0.5

TRAILING EDGE SLOT POSITION SLOT ANGLE

CONTOUR X/c e, deg

[3

o
O
zl

<>
0

C- CIRCULAR

E - ELLIPTICAL

C 0,96 5

C 0.96 -33
E 0.97 5

E 0.97 -33
C 0.97 5

C 0.97 -33

SPLITTER PLATE =< = 0 deg

b = 3.8 cm Re = 7.4x10 s

,8 = 45 deg

x/c = 0.99

I I I I I

0 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05

MOMENTUM COEFFICIENT, C_

Figure 8. - Effect of trailing-edge configuration on lift coefficient with

a splitter plate.
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2.0

_,1.5

Z
IJJ

¢J

M.
tL
t,IJ
o 1.0
u
D-
I.L

0.5

0

MAIN PLENUM
BLOWING ONLY

(C_,s=o)
=< =0deg

D MODEL: FIG 1
CLEAN, Re = 7.7x10 s
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Figure 15.
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